◆Accommodation Search◆

For long-term visitors

**SAKURA HOUSE**
(For Shared houses, Apartments)
Website: [English 简体中文 繁体中文]

**Airbnb**
(For Shared House, Apartments and Houses)
Website: [English]

**Leopalace21**
(For Apartment)
Website: [English 简体中文 繁体中文]

**TOKYO SHARE HOUSE**
(For Shared House)
Website: [English]

**TOKYO Room Finder**
(For Shared houses, Apartments)
Website: [English]

◆It is common to use public transportation to commute to NCC since it could be hard to find a place to stay close to the center.

Stations close to NCC:
◇ Tsukiji shijo 築地市場 1 min. E18/Oedo Line 大江戸線
◇ Higashi-ginza 東銀座 6 min. H10/Hibiya Line 日比谷線, A11/Asakusa Line 浅草線
◇ Tsukiji 築地 6 min. H11/Hibiya Line 日比谷線
◇ Shimbashi 新橋 10 min. A10/Asakusa Line 浅草線, G08/Ginza Line 銀座線, JR Line
◇ Shintomicho 新富町 9 min. Y20/Yurakucho Line 有楽町線